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NEW UNCENSORED BOOKS FROM AFP
Assassinations: The Plots,
Politics, and Powers Behind
History-Changing Murders
NEW! By Nick Redfern. Exposed are the hidden agendas. You will quickly find yourself immersed in a world
that is filled with killings made to seem like suicides,
murders that were designed to look like heart attacks or
overdoses, and accidents that, in reality, were carefully
orchestrated deaths. Did Oswald really kill JFK—or was
he the patsy he claimed to be? Was Jack the Ripper a
madman or a ruthless secret agent of the British government? Did the first U.S. secretary of defense, James Forrestal, kill himself, or was he pushed to his death? Did
Marilyn take her own life or was a contract put out on
her? What led to the demise of Danny Casolaro, an investigative journalist who, at the time of his death in
1991, was investigating a powerful cabal known as “The
Octopus”? Was Princess Diana the victim of a car accident
or a carefully orchestrated plot? Can sound waves and
microwaves kill people? Was John Lennon’s murder what
it appeared to be? These questions and many more are
answered. Softcover, index, bibliography, 120 photos,
448 pages, $16.

COVID-19 and the Agendas
to Come, Red-Pilled
NEW! BANNED BY AMAZON! Drawing on statements of numerous scholars from around the world—
virologists, epidemiologists, immunologists, pathologists,
microbiologists, infectious disease specialists, including
Nobel Prize winners, as well as front-line ER physicians
and family practice MDs—veteran journalist James Perloff
asks hard questions about the global response to Covid19. Are the virus’s health risks greater than those posed

by lockdowns? What does the science say about masks
and social distancing? Why were no lockdowns imposed
for previous pandemics? How accurate are the death
numbers? Is the virus natural, or could bio-engineering
have played a role? Should the world’s population take a
Covid vaccine? Why is Bill Gates formulating health policy, even though he has no medical credentials? How
might a “second wave” be different? Is the Covid crisis
being exploited to push us into a future of mass surveillance, digital IDs and cashless transactions? Find out for
yourself! Softcover, 216 pages, $16.

The 2001 Anthrax Deception:
The Case for a Domestic Conspiracy

NEW! In 2001, anthrax letter attacks in the United
States killed five people and wounded dozens. They were
widely blamed on extremist Muslims and their backers
and used to support the invasions of Afghanistan and
Iraq. They were also used to justify and hasten the passage
of the USA Patriot Act, which was being presented to
Congress just as the first anthrax victim grew ill. In October 2001, one of the hypotheses that gained ground
was that of the Double Perpetrator, the claim that al
Qaeda was carrying out the attacks with the support of
Iraq. Much evidence was put forth to support this Double Perpetrator theory, but independent scientists soon
discovered that the anthrax spores came from a domestic
lab in the U.S. serving the military and intelligence communities, not from al Qaeda or Iraq. The FBI then
quickly claimed that an individual was responsible for
the attacks and began noisily looking for this “lone wolf.”
In 2008 the Bureau named Dr. Bruce Ivins of the U.S.
Army Medical Institute of Infectious Disease as the “Anthrax Killer.” Although the FBI remains committed to
the Ivins hypothesis, the case has been disintegrating
ever since it was proposed. Currently, it is held in con-

tempt not merely by scientists who worked with Ivins
but by many journalists as well as several U.S. senators.
But this raises the question: If Ivins did not commit this
crime, who did? Softcover, 189 pages, $20.

In Their Own Words:
The Democratic Party’s Push
for a Communist America
NEW! In Their Own Words answers an important question on the minds of many Americans: What is happening
inside America’s Democrat Party? During the 1980s,
before the collapse of the USSR, Democrat leaders like
Bernie Sanders and Bill De Blasio were ardent supporters
of Marxist Daniel Ortega and his Nicaraguan revolution.
Ortega was allegedly “the man of the people,” intent on
forming a socialist government of equality. Today Ortega
crushes dissent from the people he “liberated,” joining
Nicolas Maduro of Venezuela as just another “elected”
dictator who has destroyed his country through the implementation of socialism. But who from the media is
questioning the horrendous judgment of Sanders and
De Blasio back then, as they actually push the same policies for America? In Their Own Words by Terry Turchie
and Donagh Bracken shines the light on the insidious
nature of socialism as the transformative step toward a
“communist utopia.” The problem is that the "utopia"
part never happens. This book explains why. Softcover,
390 pages, $22.
Items marked “NEW!” were not included in
our last book and video catalog. Health books
and books on Covid-19 are for informational
purposes. We are not physicians and offer
books on these subjects for alternate views.
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